Silicon Valley reigns supreme as the most robust region in venture capital investing in the U.S. It’s also home to thousands of tech start-ups and many of the largest high-tech companies in the world. CoreSite’s Silicon Valley data center campus, comprising eight facilities, provides scalable colocation and networking options suited to meet the most demanding business needs.

The CoreSite Silicon Valley footprint – spanning Milpitas, San Jose and Santa Clara – offers one of the largest retail and wholesale campuses in the Bay Area. In fact, CoreSite is one of the only providers in the Silicon Valley to claim both a natively dense network and cloud ecosystem as well as a wholesale capability. We are uniquely capable to deliver the full suite of retail colocation services on a multi-megawatt platform. In addition, CoreSite is one of two data center providers that offer direct connection to AWS, Microsoft and Google Cloud.

**HYBRID IT DEPLOYED IN COLOCATION DATA CENTERS ENABLES BUSINESSES TO**

- MEET COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
- REDUCE TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
- ENSURE SECURITY AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY
- MONETIZE BUSINESS
- GAIN COMPETITIVE EDGE
- INTEROPERATE TO QUICKLY SCALE

**ACCESS ALL MAJOR PUBLIC CLOUD PROVIDERS THROUGH THE OPEN CLOUD EXCHANGE®**

- AWS
- IBM Cloud
- Azure
- Google Cloud
- Alibaba Cloud

**939K+**
Campus Square Feet

**45+**
Cloud Offerings

**100+**
Network Providers

**260+**
Digital Community Ecosystem

**Native Cloud Onramps**
Amazon, Microsoft and Google

**Subsea Cable Connections**
Southern Cross

**Compliance**
SOC 1 Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI DSS and HIPAA

**Business Assurance**
100% Uptime SLA
CORESITE VALUE BY VERTICAL

ENTERPRISE
Future-proof your digital business
• Great versatility in regard to size, density and compliance certifications
• Inter-market data center connectivity and global gateway expands market reach
• 24x7x365 security, field operations, remote hands and customer service delivery platform

WHY BUSINESSES CHOOSE CORESITE SILICON VALLEY
The starting point for enterprise digital strategy
• According to the Silicon Valley Business Journal, CoreSite is the second largest data center operator in Silicon Valley
• Proximity to major population centers, technology companies and venture investments
• Gateway to APAC markets
• Access to native cloud onramps and the Open Cloud Exchange®
• Robust and growing ecosystem of business partners and customers

DEDICATED MANAGED SERVICES FOR MIGRATION, INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT
• Fill in knowledge gaps on your current IT team
• Custom-configure cabinets and cages to align with business operations
• Analyze current connections to make integration recommendations
• Determine a roadmap to enable and manage future growth

SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE (SAAS) PROVIDERS
Create the stellar digital experience that is crucial for SaaS
• Centralize colocation with direct connection to cloud providers
• Improve performance of your SaaS product by spreading workloads over multiple private and public clouds
• Increase security by limiting points of network access
• Reduce latency
• Cut costs associated with equipment, power and cooling
• Scale operations through centralized access to cloud providers
• Ease hybrid IT management with greater visibility into operations and applications

SV9 - COMING SOON!
CoreSite’s strategic Silicon Valley campus expansion includes a new facility, SV9. This purpose-built data center will be constructed to offer 200,000 square feet of turn-key data center space and 34 CMW capacity in 2023.